"The authors take up the contentions of the Holocaust deniers' point by point & refute them, down to the smallest detail. I admire their fortitude with which they have demolished the supposed facts & assumptions of these newest denigrators of the Jewish people."-- Arthur Hertzberg, Bronfman Visiting Professor, New York University. Who says the Holocaust never happened & why do they say it? These are just two of the most important questions asked & answered by historians Michael Shermer & Alex Grobman in their quest to address the claims & provide answers of those who deny the history of the Nazi genocide against the Jews. By conducting personal interviews, visiting their California & Toronto headquarters, thoroughly reading their literature, attending their conferences, & even traveling around Europe to conduct research at the camps themselves, Shermer & Grobman have gone much deeper than anyone before in understanding not only the motives of the Holocaust deniers, but in refuting their points one by one. In the process, the authors show how we know the Holocaust happened as it did & for that matter, how we know anything in history happened. To order: Martyrs Memorial & Museum of the Holocaust, 6505 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90048. 213-852-3244.
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